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Dearest Family,

1. When someone you love is going through a difficult time, it can naturally cause
you to feel sad, burdened, or even to question why they're going through it so much. You
wish you could take their pain for them, and it almost hurts you worse than it hurts them. In fact,
sometimes it does affect you more--because you're not the one going through the battle, so you
don't have the grace that the Lord always gives in equal measure to the trial.

2. I have some beautiful counsel from the Lord to share with you about suffering. This
counsel, which will help us to have a better perspective on difficulty and suffering, is very important
because it is part of strengthening our faith for the days ahead. As we know, the world will face
some tough times in the future. Until that wonderful day when our Heavenly Husband returns to
bring us Home to our eternal reward, we need to strengthen our faith‚ grow in praise, and grow in
understanding, so that we have the strength to make it through victorious.

Infinitewisdom, infinite love

3. The Lord gave this first message when I was asking Him about the struggles that
some of you‚ my dear mates and friends, are going through or have gone through.
Sometimes when I hear what you're going through and put myself in your shoes, I really am
overwhelmed, and sometimes I have even battled feeling like I could never go through what you're
going through. When I asked the Lord this question I was wondering if I was getting off too easy,
since some of your burdens and difficulties seemed to me like they were much greater than mine. I
even wondered if our wonderful Husband maybe wasn't being fair, and was requiring more of
some of you than He required of me.

4. His words of counsel and instruction on this matter opened my eyes and gave me a
new perspective. He explained that He had allowed me to feel this way so that I could share this
lesson with all of you. In fact, He had some things to say to you Himself. And as you'll see as He
goes on to explain, it's something very important for our future.

5. (Jesus:) When someone you love faces a struggle, often you feel for them deeply. It
hurts you deep down in your heart. Since you are not facing that battle personally, you don't have
the same grace that I make available to the person who is in the midst of the situation. Seeing the
struggle without feeling My touch or My hand which is upon them and helping them, you can
actually hurt for them tremendously and find your faith wavering and questioning "Why?"



6. This has happened with others when they looked at the struggles you faced in the
past. You had the grace to face the difficulty, and by hanging on to Me you had what you needed
to make it through, but in some cases others' hearts ached watching you go through it. They only
saw the pain‚ the suffering, without feeling the support and grace that I was giving you.

7. To you‚ many of these battles which you see others face in these times of
strengthening seem severe, and you wonder if you'd make it through if you were faced with them.
But that's because you aren't facing those specific battles at this time, so you don't have the grace
for them--because you don't need it.

8. Many of My precious ones are facing their own personal Jordans at this time. I let
you see what they are facing and even feel their pain through empathy. I do this for two reasons. I
want you to pray desperately for them, that they will have the strength they need to make it
through. And I want you to see your own battles and struggles and rejoice that I give you just what
you can bear and no more. Each struggle is designed to match what I have placed within you.
Each of you has been outfitted to overcome whatever I allow to enter your life.

9. (Jesus to the Family:) Take My queen as an example: You may look at the struggles
she bears and wonder how you would endure continual pain and often barely being able to open
your eyes for years on end‚ yet have to keep going and even increasing your workload. If you had
to not only bear such an affliction but be faced with the never-ending problems and difficulties of
thousands of others and keep praying for them and pouring out faith and words of encouragement
and counsel without sinking under the load in despair‚ it might seem to you to be an impossible
task. It might seem beyond what you could bear--and maybe it would be, because you aren't
created for that task. You have grace for your battles, not for the battles of others.

10. The lesson for all of you, My children, is to see what others are facing, pray in
desperation and with a broken heart for each other, but not to begin to ask why or to harden
your heart or shut out the pain because you don't understand.

11. Picture Me as the great potter. I'm an artisan. I fashion each one so it will become a
unique vessel, with a unique purpose and design. I know exactly where I will place each part, each
handle, each spout. I know which areas need to be solid and strong and which need to be weak. I
know where a hole will later have to be knocked through to anchor some additional part to help
them fulfill their purpose.

12. You cannot know these things, and as you watch Me punch a hole in a place
where I know it is needed, you might look at yourself and feel that if I had done that to you, it
would have ruined your usefulness; and perhaps it would have. You look on, placing your vessel in
their place and hurting for them and the irreparable loss they seem to be suffering. I know it is not
a loss but a great gain, and crucial to making them what they must become if I am to use them.

13. You can look to Me and trust that I know what I am doing, pray desperately that
they will allow Me to work in their life, and support them in this time when they may not
understand what they are going through either. You can encourage them to trust Me. It comes
down to knowing that while you don't understand it all and while you ache with them and are
desperately praying that they will endure the test, you know that I will use it for good.

14. Every person I came in contact with when I was on Earth was a learning
experience for Me. My dying on the cross was the ultimate sacrifice …, but My whole life on Earth
was what taught Me compassion. Each one I taught, each one I healed‚ each one whose life I
touched, I felt their pain, I experienced their suffering‚ I understood the battles they faced.

15. I couldn't live as a blind man from birth. I couldn't be the woman with the issue of
blood who endured great pain and agony of the flesh. I couldn't be the leper who had endured



years of being an outcast and watched in agony as his flesh slowly died and fell away. I couldn't
watch My child die before My eyes and feel the hopelessness of being unable to prevent it. I could
not have lived all these things in just one body, but what gave Me the compassion and the
understanding, what made Me your High Priest Who is touched with the feelings of your infirmities
and was in all points tempted as you are, is that the Father allowed Me to supernaturally
experience the pain, the suffering, and the struggles in each life I touched (Hebrews 4:15).

16. I couldn't actually live through them all in real time. My physical body could not have
borne that and still fulfilled My purpose on Earth. But I was allowed to feel each person's loss, to
feel their sorrow and suffering, and to understand, so that I would have the motivation to fulfill My
task. Each experience helped to strengthen My conviction that following through with what My
Father had commissioned Me to do was the only way to deliver you.

17. In the future, the Family is going to witness catastrophic events. They will see and
some will even experience extremely traumatic times. You must learn to see the difficulties, have
compassion, and do all you can to help and pray for each other and the lost. But because you, My
Family, are needed for a special calling of leading and shepherding others through these days,
you must also have the strength‚ the faith and trust in Me to keep bringing those who are suffering
back to My arms. Many times you will not be enduring the same suffering‚ but your hearts will
break for those who are. You have to feel their pain to be desperate in prayer for them, but you
must also be filled with faith that I'm using it for a purpose and to help them.

18. If you, My Family, don't learn these lessons and prepare your heart in this way
now, many of you will sink into despair and bitterness through a lack of understanding and
trust in Me when faced with these very difficult times.

19. It's important for you to understand that the Enemy will try to flood you and your
loved ones and everyone in the Family with such negative emotions and questions, to
cause you to feel condemned, to steal away your faith, and render you unable to help those in
desperate need in the times ahead.

20. But remember Me. Who could understand you better than I do?Who could have
more love and compassion on you than Me? It's not necessary that you face the same battle as
someone else or at the same time as someone else in order to strengthen them in the faith and
spur them on to win the victory. All you need is faith in Me--faith that because I helped you through
your battles, I will help others through theirs. Faith that because I love you, I won't allow anything
that is not for your good, or cannot be turned for good.

21. So strengthen your faith, My loves. That's the bottom line. Strengthen your muscles
of praise and trust in Me. Trust through the hard times, through the darkness, and when the light
comes, all will be made clear.

22. (Jesus: ) Learning to have a broken heart but not a wounded spirit is the job of
every shepherd. A broken heart brings compassion, understanding, strength to lift another's
burdens, and vision to see the light at the end of the darkest tunnel. My shepherds all need broken
hearts for the sheep. A wounded spirit sees only the pain, the apparent inability to overcome, the
sorrow and loss. It is so focused on the mud that it no longer sees the stars. You have to help the
wounded spirits to regain their focus on what is truly real‚ on Me, on the promise that I will never
leave nor forsake and that nothing can ever separate them from My love for them.

Praise is thesecret

23. (Jesus:) I'm not ever going to give one of My brides more than they can bear. For
every trial or cross, there is going to be grace enough, and strength provided by Me, for that
person to be able to handle it. That's a core element of your faith in Me, and part of our contract.



When you agree to serve Me‚ I don't promise you an easy life, but I do promise that it won't ever be
too much for you, and that when the going is roughest, I will help carry you through it.

24. But it's pretty natural for a lot of you to have more faith for yourself to go through
things than it is for others to go through them. Sometimes it's the other way around, but often
it's not. It's like when people hurt themselves physically: If they're someone close to you, like your
child or loved one, you feel very, very sorry for them, and to see them hurt or sick is sometimes
even harder on you, the one watching, than it is on the person going through it.

25. You all need to grow in the understanding that the promises I've given and the
faith in Me applies to everyone around you just as much as it applies to you personally. You
need to believe that I won't overtax your strength or ask more of you than you can give, and also
realize that this applies to those around you.

26. The days are coming when more is going to be asked of everyone and there will
be heavier crosses to bear, and I don't want anyone's faith to be hurt because they're looking at
what I'm doing in someone else's life and thinking that I'm being too hard on them or giving them
more than they can handle.

27. That person might really be going through it, barely staying above water, yet I'll
be there with them. I'll be working with them, helping them--even if they're only an inch above the
surface, I'm there, providing for them and helping them to stay afloat just enough to fight through
and win the victory.

28. But a lot of times My presence and how I'm helping isn't always obvious even to
the person most affected, much less to the bystanders. Dying grace‚ for example, isn't always
something that you can see. There's no visible aura that tells you when I'm near and helping in
someone's life. Sometimes you can see the effect that My peace and strength has on the
demeanor of an individual, but not always. Sometimes it's just in their heart and mind that I'm
communing with them and quietly strengthening them.

29. So you're going to need to grow in faith for situations like these, so that when you
see others around you going through very difficult things, it doesn't shake your faith in Me
or in My promises. I'm starting to prepare you now‚ just as I prepared My disciples for what they
would see Me go through when I had to die on the cross. I encouraged them that it was all part of
My Father's plan, and that it was something that I wanted to happen‚ and that had to happen, and
even then they all took it pretty hard and it almost wrecked their faith.

30. But in dying as I did, I fulfilled My Father's purpose and Mine. It was something that
had to happen. And so it is with you. You tell Me that your bodies are Mine, your lives are Mine,
your families are Mine, your everything is Mine, and that if you had to, there is nothing you
wouldn't give up for Me, and that you would even die for Me if necessary. You say these things
because you know in your hearts that this is a war, a fight to the finish, and that in the future,
sacrifices of that very extreme nature may be required. You can sense that things will only get
darker and rougher ahead, and that you're not sailing quietly away into the sunset‚ but rather into
the center of the coming storms.

31. You know that perilous times are coming, and you can even look back in your own
life and see how the spiritual attacks have intensified as you've come along, and how you've had
to fight a little more each passing year to be able to stay My disciple and to continue making
progress.

32. An important aspect of being prepared for greater trials and battles is this
concept I'm explaining to you now, of not losing the faith when you see others struggling with
heavy crosses and heavy losses. I want to teach you the right way to handle it when I've called



someone near you to go through a very difficult experience.

33. That right way is the way of faith, the way of praise, the way of compassion, and
the way of prayer. It's not about steeling yourself to the suffering and ignoring it because "it's
God's will." You must make sure that you don't let the suffering of others hurt your faith in Me or
cause you to question My love or My goodness.

34. It's like I said about the Asian tsunami in 2004. Disasters of this kind are going to
happen more and more frequently, and I need each of you to establish your faith by being
grounded in the Word and your personal relationship with Me so that your faith doesn't take a hit
when these serious events happen. I want you to mature to the point that you don't have to go
through the agony of doubts and questioning My love and fairness and all the rest when these
things occur.

(Jesus:) Remember, My dear ones, that you are going to see much‚ much more in the
days to come, and you need to strengthen your faith and your spirits so that you take these
devastations--whether caused by man or by natural disasters--in a spirit of trust and faith in
Me. It's not going to get easier. At times you will be caught in the midst of these things. But always
remember that you are in My hands, no matter what happens. See the signs of the times and do
what you can to reach as many as you can while you still can. The world will get darker and more
volatile. The signs of the times‚ in the sky and the seasons and the earth, will be more powerful
and more obvious.

You can't let these things make you flinch. You must keep your hearts firm on Me,
your solid Rock, so that no matter what befalls you or the world around you, your faith remains
strong, and you see these things as I see them--not with fear, despair, or even anger at Me, as is
the reaction of many in the world. Instead, think of My love, of Heaven, of the wonderful afterlife
that awaits you, and help to impart this to the world, so that they too can find peace in Me even in
the midst of a storm. (ML #3528:32-33, GN 1122).

35. You have to know that I'm just and that I do all things well, and give Me that trust
implicitly as you stand on My promises. Whether it's something I bring to pass in the world or
whether it's something I do in someone's personal life, the concept is the same. You must trust
that I am still a God of Love and that I haven't broken a single one of My promises, and when it
comes to those who love Me and serve Me, I can and will turn every incident into something that
benefits them and is for their good, if they will let Me.

36. You can have this attitude in the days to come when the real terrible times come,
if you can start practicing with it right here and now. Praise is a big, big part of this, which is
one of the reasons I return to the weapon of praise so often in My instruction to you. Praise defeats
doubt, and that's one reason it's so important. If you're praising Me and acknowledging My wisdom,
there is no room for doubting My goodness or fairness or questioning My motives.

37. A lot of you still haven't gotten the hang of praising Me for bad situations yet. You
can do it kind of comically when you're coming up with outlandish scenarios and thinking how you
could still find the good or how you could praise Me, but very few people are truly skilled in
genuinely praising Me when in the midst of a very trying situation, or when their loved ones are in a
trying situation.

38. But, My loves, you need to develop this skill. You need to learn that I am just as
loving and good on cloudy‚ stormy days as I am when the sun is shining. You're heading into a
time of clouds and storms, and if each drop of rain or flash of lightning makes you lose faith and
doubt My love, how will you stand? You need to get practiced in praising Me through the bad,
finding the good, and giving Me the blessing and honor of your trust even when you don't
understand.



39. When bad things happen to you, not in some far-off future, but right here and now,
you need to praise your way out of them. You need to thank Me for the situation exactly as it is,
acknowledging that I have a plan and that I am working everything out for your good. And you
don't just need to do this for yourself‚ you need to do this for others as well. This almost sounds
callous to some of you, but it's not. It's not minimizing or belittling the pain of others; it's simply
acknowledging that I am in control, that I do all things well, and that I will work things out in My
time.

40. When you actually think about it, through praise you bring hope to the situation,
rather than despair. What most of you call sympathy, by getting down and bemoaning the
situation with others and wallowing in their sadness, is really just bringing more sorrow and
despair. You're practically echoing the Devil's own sentiments that there is no God of love, but that
I'm cruel and that I've forsaken you or forsaken that individual or situation and have abandoned
you to the cruelties of life. You're saying that I'm not still on the throne and prayer doesn't change
things. You're not exactly saying those things in words, but that's the essence of it when you
question why or how these things could happen‚ and don't turn to praise and trusting Me.

41. Too often you're worried that praising Me for a bad situation, especially in the life
of someone else, is going to come off as sounding like you're not feeling sufficiently sorry
for them, or that you're not understanding the severity of their suffering. But you know, how you
feel about them, how sorry you are for them and all that, has nothing to do with how you feel
toward Me. Praise isn't how you feel about the situation, it's how you feel about Me. You're not
glorifying the bad situation‚ you're glorifying Me, telling Me that despite this situation, you know I'm
still there and that everything is going to be okay.

42. You need to change your definition of sympathy and compassion, and look on
helping the person in the tough spot to praise as being one of the highest possible forms of
kindness that you can imagine. And you who are going through things need to change what you
consider "helpful" in a time of trial as well. The human spirit is conditioned to love the kind of
sympathy that wants to be acknowledged for all it's going through and have each difficulty and
blow adequately mourned.

43. But that needs to change as well. Both those in hard situations and those nearby or
aware of the situation need to react to these types of circumstances with greater praise and faith
and trust in Me. You need to realize that getting My perspective and getting on My channel is vital
to the faith of everyone involved, and that goes far beyond satisfying the need to seem like you're
feeling appropriately sorry for the suffering individual. And what is more, praise releases spiritual
power. When you praise‚ you're moving Heaven to action on your behalf.

44. It's like you've found one of your loved ones wounded and hurt on a battlefield.
What so many of you do is to sit down beside them and tell them that you realize they must be
wounded, and how sorry you are for how they're suffering, and that it's so bad. That might be
comforting to the person, but it's not actually helping them. Praising Me yourself, and helping
them to praise and keep their faith up through the trying time, is like going to get them medicine
and a first aid kit, and actually taking action. Praise will save their spiritual life and faith as well as
yours. Sympathy just feels sorry for them, and gets you nowhere.

45. Sympathy isn't bad. It isn't wrong to show someone that you relate and that you are
touched by their trial and that you realize what they're going through. But as you've always been
taught, sympathy just feels sorry, whereas compassion takes action. So be compassionate by
taking action and helping them to find My light in the dark situation, and also by making sure your
attitude is correct by having an attitude of praise yourself.

46. Many times you won't even be in direct contact with the person who is suffering
through something. Maybe you don't know them very well and you're not their shepherd, so you
don't really feel comfortable discussing what they're going through with them. Or maybe you don't



live around them but you receive prayer requests for their situation. In those cases too it's your
duty to keep your own faith high so that whether you're near or far, you're able to be a help to them.
And the biggest help you can be is by supporting them in prayer--and you can't do that when your
faith is at a low ebb. Has that ever happened to you?--Where a situation is really tempting you to
doubt and question and you feel like you can't understand it? And then you try to pray for it, and all
that comes to mind is a whole host of doubts and fears and worries and questions, and you find
that you're fairly useless as a prayer warrior, because you just can't get your mind around the
situation, and there is so much about it that bothers you.

47. That's what you have to avoid, My loves. It's not My will for the suffering of others or
the tough situations you sometimes come in contact with to take you off the wall of prayer because
you're so beset and besieged by doubts and questions. I need your shields of faith to be higher
than that, and your trust in Me to be greater than that, so that you are able to remain effective as
prayer warriors and effective as supporters of each other, even through very difficult things.

48. Again, it comes back to praise. If you can't praise through the little things now, how
will you praise through the big things later? You need to consciously practice this tactic and do it
over and over again until you get comfortable with it. And I don't mean just making up bad
scenarios during your praise time in devotions and calling that enough. That's a beginning,
because it helps you to get used to praising in difficult situations‚ but you need to go beyond that.
You must learn to really apply praise in your life when you truly are tempted to look at something
negatively.

49. Next time a situation troubles you and you think, "Wow, that's really bad," praise
Me for it. Praise Me for allowing it‚ for bringing it to pass, for My plans and My wisdom, for My love,
and all the rest. Praise is the fastest way to build your faith in this regard.

50. Faith also comes from the Word, and from experience, seeing how I have never
failed. But you can't get more experience just by trying hard; you have to take life as it comes, and
eventually you will have experiences to fall back on. You can definitely read the Word to
strengthen your faith, but even then you can't always read on this subject of My fairness and
goodness, and you'll eventually have to move on to other topics and strengthen other areas.

51. That's why praise is the weapon of choice for learning to cope with suffering in
your own life and in the lives of others. Praise will help you to redefine what you see as
compassion and will make you into a completely different kind of comforter of others. You think it
will make you seem less loving and less feeling and less sympathetic, but in truth it will make you
exactly what others need in times of trial--someone with faith!

52. Faith moves mountains! Faith heals minds and bodies! Faith makes alive where fear
makes dead. Praise will help you to have that kind of faith, and people who are in a time of trial of
any kind--physical, emotional, spiritual, whatever--will come to see that having those around who
are filled with an unshakeable knowledge of My goodness and love is way more comforting and
way more inspiring than those who are skilled at saying "wow, bummer" and getting down into it
with you.

53. Don't get Me wrong; everybody needs to be listened to and understood, and there
are many times when those that are suffering do need to be treated with a little extra kindness. But
beyond kindness and understanding, I want to see My Family become strong in faith and praise so
that you rally around one another with hope in your hearts, not a bunch of questioning doubts
every time something comes up.

54. Things are going to get tough--things are already tough--and when you're going
through it, what you need is people around you who are going to point you to Me, who are
going to be examples of faith‚ who are going to be pillars of unshakeable belief in My promises and
in My goodness.



55. Don't you think those are the kind of people that you'd want to have around you if
you're suffering?--Those with faith to pray for you and expect miracles! Or would you rather have
those who feel awfully sorry for you--so much so that they can't understand why I'm letting it
happen, and so they can barely pray, and they're so shocked and saddened by what's going on
that they really can't do much more than cry and agonize personally over what's going on.

56. At first glance some people might want the crying over them‚ the wailing and the
sympathizing‚ but that gets old pretty quickly. If you want to actually pull out of a rough spot,
you want men and women of faith around you, those who are connected to Me and who will impart
faith to you even in the times it seems so dark for you personally.

57. But this isn't going to happen in the future, and none of you are going to have
those kinds of full-of-faith reactions, if you don't practice having them now. Practice
becoming giants of faith and praise by never letting anything shake your confidence in Me.
Praising Me for My love and wisdom and plan in even the darkest time will build this faith. Even if
you feel like you don't mean it at first, or can't, just practicing with those words, those sentiments,
will pay off. Your faith will grow as you put forth the effort to try.

58. I need a lot more faith from each one of you. Faith is what overcomes the world, and
since the world looks pretty big and bad these days, I'd say you're going to need a whole lot of faith
to do what you need to do before I return. This is a very important aspect of the days
ahead--keeping your faith in trying times--and I want you to practice doing so even now by praising
Me and trusting Me in every situation.

59. Consider yourself duly warned that these things I've explained to you are going to
become a detrimental factor to your spiritual lives if you don't take action now to become
more praiseful and more full of faith in hard times. On the flip side‚ if you do take action and
grow in faith, you will be those men and women who know their God, and, when called for, I will be
able to use you to do exploits. Work on it, and you'll be glad you did!

Strengthenyour faith

60. (Jesus:) Your faith in Me has to be rock solid. That's why your faith is being tested
right now‚ and that is why, for many of you, I'm bringing you to the limits of your faith so that you
can see where you believe and where you don't believe, so that you'll see and understand your
weakness and where you need to be strengthened.

61. Don't worry if you are having a crisis of faith now, because even that has been
brought on by Me for this very purpose of allowing you the time to strengthen your faith where it
is weak now, so that you will once again know that you stand upon a sure foundation that cannot
be moved. That's the purpose of the tests. That's the particular purpose of this trial you are going
through now.

62. I want you to understand the parts where you don't quite believe in Me. I want you
to see clearly what parts of your attitude contain skepticism, whether it be about Me, about
prophecy, about loving Me, about the Endtime, about whatever it is that you are weak in now. That
part of your faith is what I need to help you strengthen‚ so that it won't bother you in the future
when all that you have is faith--strong faith in Me that whatever I do I do in love, and that I am in
control.

63. It's like, "If the footmen weary you, what will you do when the horsemen come?"
(Jer.12:5). Now I am not demeaning you or taunting you. It's simply that I know you and I want you
to understand where you might have any cracks or weaknesses in your faith. I want you to work on
these by feeding deeply from My Word as well as meditating on Me and communing with Me, and
using the weapon of praise to overcome, so that your faith is renewed and strengthened to the



point it should be. If your faith is doing fine‚ that's wonderful. But in many cases it's time to
strengthen your faith, and so I allow you to be tested in those potentially weak areas so that you
can strengthen them.

64. In the time to come you will be called upon to be a wielder of strong faith, and
when the faith of others runs out, you will be able to hold them up and replenish their faith. You will
be the ones, My loves, who carry them across the sand during those times. I have carried you, and
in those times you will help to carry others. You will be My representatives in the flesh, and in the
times when the faith of the weary, the distraught, the worn, the abused, the misused, the
misunderstood, the tortured, the frail and the weak runs out‚ then it will be you upon whom they
cast themselves and around whose necks they throw their arms to hang on for dear life.

65. It will be you who help to pick them up and carry them across these places where
their faith didn't reach. It will be you whose faith lasts through the heat of the day. It will be you
whose faith is fresh and renewed day by day and whose faith is an unquenchable stream of living
water in those days. I will be counting on you, My loves, to be literal representatives of Me, whose
faith is not only alive and well but gushing forth in the midst of the wicked, crooked, and perverse
manifestations of the Devil's evil and wickedness in those days.

66. It will be you who walk through the Great Tribulation and who do not faint‚ but
whose faith is renewed every morning and whom I can flow through to the needy, the weary and
the worn-out. It will be you who carry My very Spirit to them and who walk amongst them with your
eyes on Me, knowing, absolutely knowing, that I never fail and that I won't fail them in even this,
the most trying time of their lives.

67. It will be you who give them the faith to keep going, who teach them to renew their
faith, who encourage them in it, and whose faith kindles theirs into a flame of fire that brings them
back to life in the spirit. It is you who I am counting on, and who will not fail but who will walk with
Me through Great Tribulation and through times that would try men's souls.

68. It is you whom I've chosen, because you are the strongest amongst My children
upon the Earth, and therefore it is you whom I am calling to this training and testing time to
strengthen your faith, to renew it, to practice it, to bring it to where it needs to be for the times that
are coming.

69. For darkness will cover the Earth, and great darkness the people of the Earth, but
My light shall arise upon you and My glory shall be seen upon you, My loves, My dears, you
who have stuck closely to Me and through whom I will manifest My very Self in the midst of gross
darkness upon the Earth.

70. You will be My shining lights, those whom I can count upon, those who have not
left Me to lie in the bed of other lovers, but who are My true brides and who stay faithful--that is, full
of faith--even through the darkest of times, to bring My light upon the weary and worn and hungry.
It is you, My loves. You are My called-out ones, called out of the system of darkness for this very
purpose, to lead My loved ones and My children in a very dark time.

71. So strengthen your faith! Find out where its borders are now, and expand them
greatly. Follow Me in faith, say yes to Me in faith, hold not back through lack of faith, and I will see
to it that we cross those spiritual lands and circumstances that will strengthen you, that will
enhance your faith.

72. All the land that you claim by faith in the spirit is yours. In other words‚ as far as
your eyes can see in the spirit, across any circumstance that you encounter, I want your faith to
encompass that and even more‚ so that you will always have that foundation of faith under your
feet no matter what circumstances you encounter.



73. Strengthen your faith. You are called and chosen. You are My faithful ones whom I am
counting on to be the supporters of the weak and the ones who will carry them through. And no
matter how strong you think you are, you will not be strong enough for that task in yourself. It must
be your faith in Me, your trust in Me, your dependence on Me that is strong. Then I will be able to
use you to do far more than you could have ever dreamed of.

Promisesyoucanholdonto indifficult times

74. (Jesus:) It is hard to understand "Why." So don't try to. Instead, understand "Who."
Don't wonder, "Why did this happen?" But proclaim in faith, "My Jesus allowed this to happen!"
Then, instead of looking at the horrible situation, you will be looking at Me, the Founder and Lover
of your life. When all you see is the fact that I allowed it, then your faith is sure and your heart is
encouraged and your spirit is refreshed--because you know that I only allow that which is good in
your life. When you have faith in the "Who‚" then you don't need to worry about the "Why."

*

75. (Jesus:) You long to change the situation. You want to right the wrongs, heal the
hurts‚ and bring relief and restoration, as well as victory and strength, to the dear one who is
suffering. You wish you could make everything right and bring good from this pain. Yet if you
multiplied your feeling by the thousands, it would still only come close to a fraction of what I am
feeling for your loved one and this complex situation. I am moved with compassion to help and to
heal. My heart's desire is to restore and make whole. My deepest craving is to bring good out of
the seeming wrong and bad. The difference between your desire and Mine is that I can make My
wish come true. And I will. My heart's desires are always fulfilled. But I understand the need for
time and patience in the process. Trust Me; there is not one thing that I allow in the lives of My little
ones that cannot be transformed into something good, something beautiful, something precious.

*

76. (Jesus: ) No matter how difficult it gets and how painful it is to see your loved
ones suffer, remember that I am in the fire with them. I am with them in the lion's den and I
walk toward them on the troubled sea. Everything that comes against them must come by Me first.
If I see that it is good for them, I allow it to reach them. But if I see that it is only harmful, then I
abolish it completely. So these things that are touching them have passed by Me and I've seen
that they are good--ultimately--and will be for the best in the end.

*

77. (Jesus:) Trust Me for what you see another go through. You don't have the faith for
it‚ nor sometimes even the grace or wherewithal to hear about it, but that's okay. I am not asking it
of you, so the grace isn't yours to have. But what I have asked of another, I have likewise given
them the grace and strength needed for the acceptance of it. It is still difficult for them, but unlike
you, they have the grace to face it and the strength to experience it, because I am giving them
measure for measure of grace and strength they need for each moment.

*

78. (Jesus:) Let not your heart be troubled. Just as I am with you in your deepest depths,
so do I journey there with others. Maybe their depths seem darker and more painful than your own
and you wonder how they can make it. But even in the darkest night and the most difficult depths I
am still a lamp unto My children and a light unto their path. It doesn't matter how dark the way, My
light is always shining. While you only see the dark tunnel they are going through from the outside,
I am there in the darkness with My precious child, and each step is brightened with My love. The
light is not only at the end of the tunnel, but it journeys with them through the tunnel as well.



*

79. (Jesus:) It is always hard to hear of another's pain, but you must understand that
every pain is measured out with grace. When I give the cross, I also give the bearer wings--not
wings that will carry the bearer effortlessly over the trial, but wings that will be sufficient to lift them
when the weight is just too much, wings that will keep the burden from ever being more than they
can bear. These wings are the grace I give you. They don't carry you away from the difficulty or lift
the cross entirely for you, but they are just what you need to take every step, to get up after every
fall, and to eventually rise above to victory.

*

80. (Jesus:) I have not failed. I have not gone back on My Word. I have not forgotten My
own. These trials are great and this experience is traumatic and this difficulty is heartbreaking. Yet
I am He Who has written it in the book of this dear one's life. I am the Author and Finisher of this
precious one's life story, and though it seems horrible right now, if you will patiently read on, you
will see how I turn defeat into victory and sorrow into joy and heartbreak into fuller life. I hold the
pen, and nothing is going to be written in this book except what I allow. So trust Me. I am in control.

*

81. (Jesus:) It is in times of crisis and when seemingly "bad" things happen to the
helpless or the innocent that the Enemy will try to get his foot in the door and accuse Me of
being heartless, unloving or merciless. He will try to get you to question Me and My love, and
get you to doubt My Word and My promises. The antidote to that is to cling even tighter to Me and
to My Word and promises, which is the opposite of what the Devil wants. My Word brings peace
and is a balm to your troubled spirit‚ so cling to it, embrace it‚ envelop yourself in it, and let that
spirit of faith and trust overflow on the one who is suffering. You will find it as cool waters that
refresh your soul and theirs.

*

82. (Jesus:) There is still peace to be found in a troubled world. It resides in that quiet
place of rest in My arms, which you can travel to in spirit any time, no matter what's happening
around you. If you find yourself having a hard time finding that special place, take some time to
practice going there. Get familiar with the route that takes you there, and the more you go there,
the easier it becomes, and it can be a blessed way to escape when things get too intense or your
spirit needs respite.

*

83. (Jesus:) Remember that when I am moving and working in someone's life, it's
always in love and always for the better in some way. It's easy for the natural eye to get
distracted by the manner and way in which I choose to work sometimes. But I want you to lift your
eyes above the natural, above conditions and circumstances, and look to Me. There you will find
truth. There you will find purpose. There you will find love.

*

84. (Jesus:) While I care for your needs and your earthly forms as My dearest loves,
your spirit is of greater importance to Me. Soon your earthen frames will pass away, as will all
the things of this Earth. So take care to lift your eyes above the natural--even if that means looking
above the trying circumstances and conditions surrounding you or your loved ones. Rest your
eyes on Me, for only in looking to Me will you find the grace and the faith needed to rise above.



85. As you look up, you'll find that your perspective will change, because you will be
stepping back from the trees and seeing the forest. What is truly important will come into focus,
and that which is temporal will fade.

86. This is when you will have the ability and the fortitude to lead others. This is when
you will have the kind of faith and trust that, though you or even your loved ones are called to walk
through the valley of the shadow of death, you will fear no evil, because I will be with you. Your
faith will be grounded firmly in Me‚ the Light and Love of your life.

*

87. (Jesus:) Remember that you don't need to understand all My ways or even the
manner in which I choose to work in people's lives in order to have faith. All that's necessary
for faith to flourish in your heart--even in the most trying and heart-wrenching situations--is placing
your trust in My great love for the individual, knowing that I am always working toward a greater
purpose.

*

88. (Jesus:) When I choose to work in someone's life--which can sometimes seem
tragic or drastic, even overwhelming--you can know beyond a shadow of a doubt that it is
working toward something better, and something much greater than what they are presently
experiencing. If nothing else, it's a sign that I am alive and moving. My Spirit is moving in their life
or body or whatever the case may be, and it's sure evidence of a greater purpose that is yet to be
revealed.

*

89. (Jesus: ) Sometimes I'll be moving in someone's life in a more dramatic and
obvious way in the form of breakings, afflictions‚ or even accidents, and that's when it's more of a
fight in the natural to manifest faith and see these things as still being part of My love. But they
always are, My dear ones, and as My brides, that's an important part of your responsibility and
ministry--to see Me in everything and to manifest your faith in My love, always pointing others
toward Me.

*

90. (Jesus:) The greatest strength you can manifest, and the greatest blessing you can
give to others, is quiet faith and trust in Me.

*

91. (Jesus: ) It will always be difficult for the human mind to comprehend pain,
tragedy, hurt or loss. This is perhaps the biggest question: How could a God of Love allow such
things.

92. It's part of human nature to equate great value and worth with temporal
things--health, prosperity, favorable circumstances. As a loving Caregiver it is My pleasure to
provide you with all you need, and I want you to be happy. But having ideal circumstances does
not promote growth of spirit. To catch the spirit's attention I often must use measures that cause
My children to stop, slow down, and, hopefully, look up.

93. So while I need you to always be My ambassadors of compassion and mercy, I
also need you to be ambassadors of truth in giving My perspective. I have given you the high
calling of helping and directing others to look beyond what is happening to them at the moment, or



their immediate physical surroundings‚ and instead turning toward Me for the true values and
blessings of life.

*

94. (Jesus:) Yes‚ your hearts will be broken for others and you will be moved with
compassion. At times you will even feel overwhelmed by what is befalling others and even your
own loved ones, but what do I ask of you? I call you to be moved with compassion, but not moved
from steadfastly looking to Me and trusting in My love and infinite wisdom. I call each of you, My
Endtime brides, to come up to that higher ground where you cannot be moved. That ground is
found only in Me--your Rock of Ages.

*

95. (Jesus:) I need you to be My beacons, always pointing others to Me--even in times
of suffering. As hard as it may be to see these dear ones suffer so, you must be their little
tugboat--faithfully tugging and guiding them through these dark waters and toward their safe
haven in Me.

*

96. (Jesus:) I work in everyone's life. I am interested in all mankind and our great and
holy quest is bringing those lost souls home to My arms. This is the reason for your existence on
Earth and your chief mission while in human form. Sometimes it's easy to lose sight of the next
life--the spiritual realm--when so encased in the Earth life. But you must always remember that I
am continually at work within all humanity--attempting to draw mankind to Me, because My heart
aches and breaks for these who are lost in the snares of the world.

97. If I should choose to work in ways that seem to you to be harsh or uncaring, will
you still have faith in My love for My Own?Will you choose to trust Me and My great love for
these dear ones, even above what your eyes and natural senses see and feel?

*

98. (Jesus:) I always act in love. I am the God of Love. Human love and the human
senses will never be able to fully comprehend the many sides of My love. That's where faith and
trust must step in and bridge the gap. And these are two qualities which I wish to strengthen and
perfect within you, My Endtime brides, because there will be times when you don't understand and
when it will be difficult for even you, My chosen ones, to see My love in a situation. But it's always
there. And along with that love is a foresight and wisdom that is unquestionably always right.

*

99. (Jesus:) Praise and prayer afford you instant access to My realm‚ helping you to
see things through My eyes. Circumstances and conditions will at times test all of your natural
senses, but through praise and prayer you will be given the faith‚ courage and trust to navigate
those times and conditions with your eyes firmly fixed on Me.

*

100. (Jesus:) As you pray, you will be given My mind. As you choose to lean not to your
own understanding or even to your own natural feelings, you will be given My perspective and My
supernatural insight and wisdom.

*



101. (Jesus:) When your feelings are causing your heart to sink, when you are
tempted to despair in the face of suffering, ask Me how I see it, and I will show you. Human
perspective has its limitations and can only take you so far, but when you ask for My heavenly
perspective on a situation, you'll have the kind of peace that truly passes understanding.

*

102. (Jesus:) Yes, My love, your dear one is going through the fire right now, and
though you would seek to pull them from the heat and give them reprieve‚ know that by
doing so you would only stunt their growth. I love this one even more than you do and I've got
a wonderful plan in store. However, this plan requires that they be strengthened, and to be
strengthened they must go through the fire. But trust Me that once they are through they will shine
as even finer gold. You wouldn't want to "spare" them from the glory that awaits them, would you?

*

103. (Jesus:) I know you wish you could take the burden of that dear one on your
shoulders, for it seems as though they will crumple under the weight. But, darling, I know this
one's frame and I will not give them more than they're able to bear. I'm using the testing in this
one's life to bring forth fruit that will remain. Trust Me, trust My love for this one, for I truly love them
far more than you ever could, and I would never allow something in their life that isn't designed to
bring about My perfect will.

*

104. (Jesus:) You're a loving parent, and I know that you suffer more when you see
your children go through something than if you were to go through it yourself. But as a
parent you also know that there are times when you must allow your children to go through
something, knowing that they will come out the better for it‚ becoming wiser, more mature, more
humble and loving and understanding of the needs of others. Remember that I'm the loving Father
of your little ones and you can be sure that whatever I bring into their lives I'll use to form them into
the man or woman that I need them to be. They will come out the better for it. Trust Me and see.

*

105. (Jesus:) Remember that in order to create a diamond, the piece of coal must be
crushed and put under tremendous pressure to bring about the priceless jewel.When My
children are going through their refining process‚ it's not usually easy, and it may even seem unfair
or harsh to an onlooker. But once the diamond is revealed, you know that it was worth it all.

*

106. (Jesus: ) My love, have you not been through difficult tests and trials, times
when you felt that you were on the hot seat or going through the fire? Didn't I bring you
through those times as even finer gold? Look back now at a time when you felt that you were
sorely tested. Seeing the results from that time‚ would you trade it for an equal time of ease? I
venture to say that you wouldn't. This time that I'm bringing your loved one through is difficult, yes,
but it's also a time that they will look back on and not trade for anything after they see the
wonderful things that I brought about in their life as a result. So let patience have its perfect work
so that this dear one may be perfect and entire, wanting nothing.

*

107. (Jesus:) Many of My faithful disciples that have gone on before you suffered
cruel mocking and scourgings, many suffered greatly for My sake, but they did it so that they



might receive a greater resurrection, and oh, what a wonderful resurrection it was! I spare no cost
to honor and reward those who go through the fire for My sake. So when you see your loved ones
suffering for My sake, though it tears your heart, be comforted‚ knowing that their reward will be far
greater than you could even comprehend. They will be in the halls of fame along with those that
have gone on before them, and even you will smile then as you thank Me for giving them the
privilege to suffer for My sake.
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